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Paradise is a real estate company that has a high reputation in

Mohali. The company has experience in building luxury, beautiful,

and safe real estate complex at the same time.
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About Us

Paradise Builders, the renowned real estate company in Mohali is dealing with property in Kharar

near Mohali. If you will be staying in Mohali or its adjoining area for a long time, then you might need

a comfortable and pleasant residential. Mohali is one of the most densely populated areas in Punjab,

then you might be fell difficulty in choosing a comfortable and secure residential. Paradise is a real

estate company that has a high reputation in Mohali. The company has experience in building luxury,

beautiful, and safe real estate complex at the same time. During this time, Paradise was able to prove

they image as a real estate company that can provide the highest satisfaction to every customer.No

matter what your taste, Paradise can provide a dwelling that is able to combine your tastes with

beauty factor and safety factor at once. Paradise can achieve your dream to have a luxury residence,

strategic and comfortable. By contacting Paradise, they will help you in choosing a residential that

has a high quality of artistic. Do not worry about the construction and material strength, because

Paradise is only hiring best architects and engineers in India. Do not be too worried about boredom,

because the design of construction at Paradise is able to bring a fresh atmosphere that can last for a

long time. Pick Paradise as the provider of your residential, and you will feel the satisfaction of

residing in Mohali.

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/paradisebuildersmohali/aboutus.html
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OTHER SERVICES

Darpan Floors Darpan Heights

Residential Land And Plot For
Sale

2 BHK Flats And Apartments
For Sale

P
roducts &

 S
ervices
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Paradise Builders Pvt. Ltd.
Contact Person: Devinder Singh

Sco ??? 5, Bansan Wali Chungi, Chandigarh Road, Kharar, 
Sas Nagar - 140301, Punjab, India
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